Design 42:

ASSH IN AN AGE OF DISRUPTION

STEM + A = TEAMS

The Way Forward
Acronyms

**ASSH:** Arts, Social Sciences & Humanities

**STEM:** Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics (+ Medicine = STEMM)

**STEAM:** Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts & Mathematics

**TEAMS:** Technology, Engineering (+ Education & Enterprise), Arts, Mathematics (+ Media & Medicine) & Sciences (including Social Sciences).

**42:** from Douglas Adams, *The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy*, Pan Books, 1979. 42 is the answer to the ultimate question of life, the universe and everything.
The ASSH challenge

ASSH disciplines often appear disadvantaged within universities, particularly those that emphasise the study of STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics). Nonetheless, ASSH disciplines play an increasingly vital role in developing the skills that graduates require to participate in an agile workforce capable of adapting to rapidly changing market needs. As a recent Australian Council of Learned Academies (ACOLA) report noted, the basis for innovation in a knowledge-based economy cannot be derived solely from science and technology. To succeed, it is dependent also on social, economic and administrative knowledge as well as intellectual and creative capacity. Science and technology do not exist independently of the people they derive from and serve. They do not exist within a vacuum alongside society.

Hence the very creative, analytical and people-focused skills that ASSH promotes are essential if we are to properly utilize those derived from STEM. Arts, Social Sciences and Humanities (ASSH) are an integral part of contemporary universities and play a major role in educating the citizens of tomorrow (64 per cent of all graduates entering the workforce each year), developing the deep (but never soft) emotional and social skills required for teamwork and for research which addresses complex economic, social, political and cultural issues in ways that translate into innovative approaches to problem solving with high social and economic impact.

Despite this, the contemporary focus on STEM disciplines within universities has raised broad questions about the role of discipline clusters such as ASSH within the education systems of Australia and within those of countries we often compare ourselves with (notably the UK and Canada). Following a review of ASSH in the UK, the President of the British Academy (Adam Roberts) provided a succinct summary of their contribution:

*The humanities explore what it means to be human: the words, ideas, narratives and the art and artefacts that help us make sense of our lives and the world we live in; how we have created it and are created by it. The social sciences seek to explore through observation and reflection the processes that govern the behaviour of individuals and groups. Together they help us to understand ourselves, our society and our place in the world*.

Universities Canada has reiterated the need for multidisciplinarity to promote innovation, in particular the connection between the STEM disciplines and ASSH. Multidisciplinarity implies inclusion. Acronyms such as STEM do not. Hence proposals that place ‘A’ for Arts into the acronym, producing STEAM or ESTEAM if Enterprise is also added.

Because STEAM drove the technology of the first industrial revolution (Industry 1.0) and bears little relationship with the demands of the 21st century, we prefer the more collaborative acronym TEAMS which - appropriately for an age of globalisation - incorporates also the aspiration inherent in the Chinese word gong he, i.e. working together in harmony. TEAMS could also be presented as MATES, but TEAMS represents working
together less ambiguously. Collaboration has to be central in our age of rapid change. In the past, collaboration was never a particularly conspicuous feature of adaptation to change, and those political, economic and social failures carried with them tremendous costs in the last century. We cannot afford such repetitions again.

We should never forget that what makes us human is our ability to transmit skills and ideas. By learning from each other, we create and recreate ourselves. Because our world is changing — economically, technologically, socially, and politically at a globally faster pace than ever before, we need help from a broad range of non-technological innovators, including designers, film and animation makers, gamers, economists, business managers, political scientists and sociologists, humanities researchers, psychologists, social workers, legal experts and artists, from diverse backgrounds if we are to meet the challenges ahead. Their crucial contribution must be fully embraced as we build a new TEAMS-based innovation agenda.

To drive that innovation, we must ensure our investment in human capital equips graduates with the skills needed to work collaboratively within and across organisations. Hence the way we develop skills within our students now assumes greater importance. Thomas Malone in *Superminds* argues that 3 factors most determine the collective intelligence of collaborative groups: social intelligence, equal participation by group members and —significantly—the proportion of women in groups. Teamwork does not reduce the importance of the individual; indeed, it is essential to avoid ‘group think’ or the ‘wisdom of crowds’. Additionally, the way we develop new learning environments to support collaboration is also important for both students and staff. In fact, these changes possibly represent the most significant challenges that have faced higher education in recent years.

Although many academics shun the use of the word ‘customer’ to describe their students, the reality is that we are similar to many innovative organisations whose survival depends on making sense of customer information and determining what customers will next want or need. This requires rethinking not only what we teach but perhaps just as importantly how we teach and how we engage our students in activities that impart the skills they require to begin the human journey of lifetime learning.

**Common challenges**

There are common challenges that confront most ASSH schools and departments, their staff and their students. These relate, firstly, to the uncertain and often changing regulatory environments that university sectors face in general, and secondly, to the difficulties we now confront in preparing our students for a workforce undergoing change as it adjusts to transformation in the nature of work or to its anticipated transformation. These challenges impact both on how we teach our students and on the content of our programs. Unlike the first set of challenges, which are largely...
determined by political preferences for private or public goods (or for budget savings), the latter challenges are ones that we can most address proactively rather than reactively, but they present themselves in at least two different forms.

Employment challenges
First, these challenges relate immediately to the changing employment prospects confronting both our students and our graduates. Youth (15-24 years) unemployment in Australia, for example, has risen from 9 per cent in 2007 to nearly 13 per cent in 2016. Only 25 per cent of youth are now in fulltime employment compared with 34 per cent in 2007. Graduate fulltime employment experiences similar difficulties, having fallen from 81 per cent to 71 per cent during the same time frame, with a quarter of graduates being in casual employment within four months of graduating. Fortunately, within three years, graduate fulltime employment rises to nearly 90%.

The cause of these changes is sometimes blamed on universities (they do not train people adequately for the changing needs of the workforce), on globalisation and growing economic complexity, or on the disruptive nature of technological change. But there are commentators who argue instead that what we are witnessing is simply the outcome of prolonged slow growth following the Global Financial Crisis (the American Great Recession) and the end of Australia's mining boom. Australian Catholic University's Omer Yezdani notes that graduate employment has always fluctuated during the past 35 years and dipped in line with every major economic shock. Therefore, just as the health of local job markets influences perceptions of the usefulness of degrees, so too a good economy is a strong predictor of graduate employment success.

Technological challenges
Second, is the challenge presented by technological change. There is little consensus as to what technological change entails or how it will impact on societies. The World Economic Forum has defined the drivers of growth as high-speed mobile networks, artificial intelligence, big data analysis and cloud technologies. Unfortunately these drivers are often portrayed in misleading and apocalyptic forms; for example, that half the world's 4 billion jobs will be eliminated within the next two decades, that 40 per cent of Australian jobs are at risk of automation in 10 to 15 years, that non metropolitan communities will be gutted as professional services migrate to Australia's capital cities, that automation will undermine existing incomes and create few low paid alternatives, and that the 'melancholic' state of journalism today foreshadows the fate of many professions in the near future.

Indeed, the Foundation for Young Australians (FYA) argues that 70 per cent of young Australians are getting their first job in roles that might be lost to automation in 10- or 15-years’ time, that 60 per cent of students are currently studying for occupations in which at least two thirds of jobs will be
automated, and that 50 per cent of jobs will require digital skills that students are not presently learning.\(^9\)


The focus of this set of seemingly Hollywood-inspired challenges should really be on the pace of change. As the Fairfax economics editor, Ross Gittins, recently noted, there has been in fact a long-term trend away from routine jobs and only a small decline in the number of manual jobs. Over 30 years there has been no acceleration in those trends. Berkeley's Professor of Economics and Political Science, Barry Eichengreen, concurs. There is no evidence that computerisation has reduced the amount of work done by people, although it has changed the nature of work that people do. And again, there is no evidence of any acceleration in compositional change. Nor is there any evidence that computerisation is creating insecurity in the labour market. If anything, the opposite is the case, especially for women. Even the much talked about gig economy of temps has not expanded over the past 15 years.20
All this suggests that our anxieties (aside from that produced by media alarmism) are in fact driven by the business cycle (in particular weak wages growth following the collapse of the Australian mining boom) and the rise in part time employment and under employment), even while we chose to interpret it as a harbinger of a highly transformative fourth industrial revolution (Industry 4.0). Eichengreen reminds us, however, that being transformed is not the same as being threatened. Jobs are changing but not disappearing. Industry 4.0 will not entail occupational shifts on the scale witnessed during the industrial revolution of the early 19th century. But it will require constant retraining because the human touch is always needed. Hence, we need to remember interminably that the data we produce is only as good as the skills of those who input it and that AI is really nothing more than a tool created by humans for humans. It only does what we tell it to do.

Our reaction to the threats posed by artificial intelligence may also be premature. Recent reports suggest that artificial general intelligence is still at least two decades away, although in the meantime people will have to update skills faster and renew training more frequently as technology continuously reshapes occupations. In other words, change may be disruptive. But just as the early 19th century industrial revolution -by changing the nature of work and the skills required for work- reduced costs, boosted demand, and precipitated an expansion in employment as a result, so automation today and into the future is less likely to destroy jobs than reallocate them and prioritise different skills, in particular human creativity and interpersonal skills.

Societies have never been good at managing change. The 20th century bore witness to many dismal failures to manage the competition generated by industrial change (and later globalisation and innovation) which blighted the lives of millions of people. Economist Joseph Stiglitz argues that we need to change the rules in order to regulate IT companies, minimize monopolies, protect labour bargaining powers, intellectual property rights and competition laws alongside strengthening corporate governance and finance. Failure will threaten rising inequalities, unemployment and social division. This should remind us that the greatest threat we face comes not from robots but from ourselves. UTS's Carl Rhodes argues that blaming a faceless ‘technology' for destroying jobs avoids assigning responsibility to business leaders seeking to prevent the democratisation of prosperity. Or perhaps the politicians and regulators asleep at the wheel. Technology cannot exist without recognising the human component. For that reason, STEM can only succeed with ASSH in TEAMS.

Indeed, the movement today towards Industry 4.0 faces similar hurdles to those confronting the initial industrial revolutions. During Industry 2.0 electricity took nearly 50 years to transform manufacturing and impact on productivity because its adoption necessitated dramatic changes in factory and production design to be effective. These were costly, and with no immediate returns on investment guaranteed. Only the rising cost of labour
in the US during the 1920s provided the necessary impetus towards wholesale change. Hence the danger today, that the rising cost of skilled workers –to date the principal beneficiaries of computerisation- might incentivise employers to replace them with technology. Contrast other sectors, such as construction, where volatility in demand and an inability to consolidate has curbed capital investment in technology and, as a result, reduced productivity. That certainly is not the outcome facing emerging green technologies or the changing geographies of production, distribution and value chains.

Indeed, how change manifests itself over the next few decades will continue to be highly differentiated. We can already see that in the way employment growth has been distributed in Australia since 2000. Most knowledge-based jobs are clustered around the CBDs in Sydney, Melbourne, Canberra, Brisbane and Perth (in that order), although other areas have grown much more strongly in terms of employment than the national average (38%). Mandurah, Melton, Gold Coast and Sunshine Coast, for example, have nearly doubled the national average by achieving strong population growth, being commuter-enabled, and -in some instances- offering lifestyle and retirement opportunities. Overall, employment growth has been strongest in healthcare, professional services, education and construction.

Consequently, the recent University of Canberra’s Knowledge City Index describes changes in the nature of work as both ‘the best of times’ and the ‘worst of times’ for workers and professionals. Because many cities ‘lack the infrastructure and capacity to resist and survive the impacts of technological redundancy’, the ‘dichotomy of decline and resilience’ will not be evenly distributed. But how that decline or resilience emerges is highly uncertain; recent plans for new metropolitan and regional train networks within Victoria, for example, could dramatically transform the connectivity of Victorian residents and the nature of their work. Outcomes are never preordained.

Nonetheless, if the challenge is to consolidate the transition to a knowledge-based economy, then Australia is already on that pathway. In 2018 its universities contributed nearly $34 billion to the Australian economy from the export of education, making it the country’s third largest export after iron and coal. We just need to remember that because technology interacts with social, economic and political institutions, change will never be linear, predictable or evenly distributed. Even with respect to Australian interactions with the international education market, changes in foreign national education policies and investments will undoubtedly present new challenges ahead. In the long term, success will depend as much on consolidating the pathway to a knowledge-based and greener economy as on adjusting to the vagaries of the international market.

Demographic & geopolitical challenges
There is in fact a third but rarely mentioned future challenge, the potentially rapid fall in working populations in many countries in Europe and East Asia.
and its impact on economic growth, innovation and productivity as populations age and social spending increases. One recent US report argues that ‘Existing shortages in job-specific skills will become more pronounced as more than 76 million baby boomers in America retire, cutting their labor force participation rate from 80% in the early 2000s to less than 40% by 2022’\(^\text{35}\).

In the past, migration and the recruitment of women into workforces helped offset some of that decline, particularly in North America, Europe and Australia\(^\text{36}\). But with the rise of protectionist and anti-migrant sentiment, such responses to the loss of their demographic dividend have become less politically viable than in the past. One consequence might be rising dependency ratios and economic stagnation, as Japan recently experienced, despite belatedly encouraging its women to enter the workforce and older workers to stay employed for longer. In this scenario, technological change might eventually be regarded as a blessing rather than a challenge\(^\text{37}\). But technological change will not, in itself, address the problems an older population might confront with regard to employment, namely ageism and the need for continuing education\(^\text{38}\). That requires cultural change.

Australia’s population is also aging, although because of rapid migration over the past 25 years its workforce is still expected to grow some 25% by 2050, three times the US rate, five times Canada’s and six times Britain’s. In contrast China’s workforce is expected to decrease by one third. Nonetheless, economist John Edwards argues that Australia cannot depend on workforce growth alone to accelerate economic wellbeing. Instead it must raise productivity in services by increasing levels of education and skills, and adopting new technology more rapidly\(^\text{39}\). Here TEAMS have a fundamental role to play.

Nor will workforce growth address the fifth future challenge, namely the changing global context in which all countries operate. By 2050 Asia will account for 53 per cent of global GDP compared with 32 per cent today. India will join China and the US as the largest three economies by 2030 and Indonesia will join the top 10 over the following 20 years. This transformation is being driven by expanding middle classes and the provision of tertiary education, both factors which lay behind the success of the late 20th century’s Industry 3.0, the information revolution. Its expansion today into Asia need not be regarded as a challenge; indeed, it should really be welcomed as a new opportunity for global collaboration.

Workforce growth also fuelled global economic expansion in the late 20th century. In the future, only African and some West Asian countries will be able to pursue economic growth in this manner. For the rest, declining labour forces may substantially reduce growth unless investments in research and development spur alternative sources for growth\(^\text{40}\). Hence, these challenges should also remain within our purview. Of course, nothing is predetermined. We need only remember how European conflict and
economic mismanagement set back globalisation by nearly 70 years in the last century.

Our tasks

Developing human capital
Regardless of the very different nature of these challenges, they all suggest changes in the nature of work either as a result of continued global economic integration or technological development, or both\(^4\). Irrespective of the choices we make, or perhaps because of them, work growth will increasingly be focused in non-routine activities that require innovation, creativity, problem-solving, developing networks and relationships, risk taking and experimentation, adaptability, and responsiveness to change\(^4\), skills that technology cannot easily replace, and jobs that ‘are the least susceptible to future automation’\(^4\). Hence the importance of personal, thinking, digital and job-specific skills, the components of which are listed below.

These are all attributes which ASSH disciplines have long laid claim to and should now reassert within new more focused strategies that address the changing nature of future employment. The innovation foundation, Nesta, warns that, ‘History is a reminder that investment in skills must be at the centre of any long-term strategy for adjusting to structural change’\textsuperscript{44}. Elana Douglas, CEO of the Knowledge Society, makes a similar case while examining a LinkedIn survey of what business leaders expect from employees. It found that the biggest gap lies in interpersonal skills around leadership, communication and collaboration, but Douglas believes we could add teamwork and resilience to that list. In the past we might have expected sport, community and civic organisations to foster some of these skills, but increasingly education is being asked to develop these outcomes through real-life and practical experience, and the quality of relationships forged between students and educators\textsuperscript{45}. The difficulty lies in anticipating the changing set of skills required by workforces in the not-to-distant future.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|}
\hline
\textbf{Comparing skills demand, 2018 vs. 2022, top ten} & \\
\hline
\textbf{Today, 2018} & \textbf{Trending, 2022} \\
\hline
Analytical thinking and innovation & Analytical thinking and innovation \\
Complex problem-solving & Active learning and learning strategies \\
Critical thinking and analysis & Creativity, originality and initiative \\
Active learning and learning strategies & Technology design and programming \\
Creativity, originality and initiative & Critical thinking and analysis \\
Attention to detail, trustworthiness & Complex problem-solving \\
Emotional intelligence & Leadership and social influence \\
Persuasion, problem-solving and ideation & Emotional intelligence \\
Leadership and social influence & Reasoning, problem-solving and ideation \\
Coordination and time management & Systems analysis and evaluation \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Comparing skills demand, 2018 vs. 2022, top ten}
\end{table}


It helps if universities lay the foundations for a fundamental transformation of courses and units by emphasising employability (professional degrees, placements, internships, study tours abroad, exchanges, and industry engagement) as well as innovation and entrepreneurship\textsuperscript{46}). For example, Swinburne University of Technology’s 2025 Strategic Plan commits to creating: future-ready graduates by taking our students outside of the conventional classroom, introducing them to new and different ways of learning and thinking. It comes from hands-on experience, industry leaders, from the world around us, and from one another\textsuperscript{47}. Swinburne’s undergraduate course reforms in 2015 also reduced the primacy of single disciplines, allowing students in non-specialised courses to experience at least 3 disciplines as majors and minors.

The central task of most ASSH disciplines is to ensure that teaching strategies improve student employability in challenging markets by ensuring workplace-
ready graduates with good communication and strategic decision-making abilities, critical thinking and problem-solving skills, networking competencies, and emotional intelligence understanding. Onnida Thongpravati—a researcher in innovation and entrepreneurship at the ARC Training Centre in Biodevices and at Swinburne's Centre for Transformative Innovation—claims that, over the next 50 years, innovation and skills development will drive economic growth through productivity gains in order to counterbalance aging populations, climate change and rising income inequality. As economies become more knowledge-based, globalised, and as human capital drives competitiveness, productivity and innovation, our futures will become even more dependent on human capital, in particular—to paraphrase Thongpravati—on our graduates' ability to be entrepreneurial and innovative in order to develop something new from their own local resources and capabilities that will impact on communities, shape well-being, improve living standards, and transform markets and industries.

How to achieve these outcomes is of course the central challenge for all TEAMS disciplines. Each may approach it in different ways: developing stronger industry linkages, expanding team work, building group synergies, and growing network capabilities. Producing a future innovative and creative workforce, as Thongpravati notes, requires us to develop many of the graduate skills that have often been heralded as intrinsic to the SSH disciplines. And skills need to be given the centrality in marketing that previously has been largely the domain of disciplines. But more is required.

Given the cost of higher education, potential students will need to be convinced that their investment in degrees is worthwhile. As we noted earlier, initial graduate employment has deteriorated in the past decade, but it still remains the case that 'graduates are less likely to be unemployed than people with lower levels of education attainment'. Indeed, bachelor degrees halve the risk of unemployment, improve the rate of fulltime employment, and enable higher earnings. Britain's former higher education minister, David Willetts, likens it to a social good. Since the 1960s, holders of undergraduate degrees (in Australia, now 28% of men and 35% of women aged 15-74) have increased more than four-fold, and universities have displaced apprenticeships and the armed forces as the main pathway to adulthood. And, Willetts argues, their graduates are wealthier, happier, healthier and less criminal.

The value of diversity
Although disciplines tend to remain our main pedagogical focus, transitioning to education for the future requires that the skills we emphasise are more multi-functional and boundary free than in the past. It has been argued that while our reliance on 19th century forms of disciplinary specialisation helped renewal after
the mid-20th century, it did little to prepare students to ‘learn to relearn’ or how to interweave education with work. Both skills will be essential during Industry 4.0 and beyond when knowledge may become obsolete more quickly than in the past or is challenged more frequently. Indeed, Boyer lecturer Genevieve Bell argues that it is not good enough just to tweak existing disciplines. We need instead to develop a new set of critical questions and perspectives that will serve the practitioners of the new digital world. Hence the importance of interdisciplinary or transdisciplinary skills, especially for students whose future workforce lives will possibly require more adaptability than their predecessors experienced. Most will never obtain work directly related to their disciplines (if indeed they do now). Instead they will need to demonstrate an ability to work across fields, draw on real world case studies, and collaborate and innovate within a ‘network of teams’, especially for complex tasks.

Some commentators believe they will also need to know how to coach others, communicate well, listen, and be empathetic. Hence the importance of reducing discipline silos. STEM units can be embedded within ASSH courses (e.g. data analytics) and ASSH units need to be available in STEM courses. Diversity, not specialization, in TEAMS will most promote graduate creativity, resilience and adaptability. And it will create the diversity required by leading firms. Hence also the importance of transferable skills to accommodate and shape occupational changes. The Council for Economic Development of Australia (CEDA) refers to these as enterprise skills. The end result might well be a ‘portfolio career’, made up of disparate projects and roles, but still a career.

In countries like Finland, school counsellors already urge students to think less about jobs, and more about challenges and problems. Here study exchanges, social learning, work placements and study tours will play increasingly important roles. So too BA units such as those within Swinburne's core minor-- 'The Grand Challenges' which focuses on the way communities are being transformed. They encourage forward thinking research, problem solving, thinking outside the box, and social skills through teamwork in a non-traditional pedagogical environment around real world problems (such as housing, urban planning, digital disruption and navigating difference) that cross discipline boundaries. Such outcomes need to be realised in all our programs, and the tendency to retreat into silos to protect core interests when times are tough firmly resisted. Specialisations make it harder to sell achievements and skills; they also potentially compromise agility and adaptability in an era of unpredictability and disruption, and thereby reduce the duration of careers.

It is sometimes suggested that ASSH programs are less needed in a data-driven digital world. But if we are to develop new practitioners able to manage and
regulate our changing world, it will –as Bell argues- be ‘short-sighted at best and detrimental at worst’ to privilege STEM at the expense of other disciplines. A university degree is not a short-term investment. Yezdani sees it as a long-term investment for a life of critical thinking and self-awareness, the making of which derives from an innovative ecosystem that drives a smart economy and a flourishing society. ASSH graduates have already demonstrated their capacity to ride the wave of change since the 1960s; they must continue to do so in the future.

Changing the focus on learning
But if we are to be truly innovative, we need also to reduce the time we encourage students to engage with passive learning in lecture theatres and tutorial rooms. Unfortunately, many academics are their own worst enemies in this respect, resisting change and foregoing innovation on the grounds that change threatens the essence of ASSH disciplines. In fact, the opposite is the case. Survival requires innovation. Digital platforms –if utilised appropriately- enable much of student learning to be accommodated within a student’s own time (blended learning), leaving learning on campus to be firmly active and engaged. The flipped classroom and its workshops are obvious examples which we need to promote more strongly, both to emphasise our commitment to innovation and to enhance the student experience through peer-to-peer interaction and digital interconnectedness. In any case, as the student market gradually shifts away from school leavers, we have little choice but to pursue adaptive learning and produce integrated innovative courses that are globally adept and meet the needs of very different student cohorts, problematize complexity, transcend disciplines, and assess new skills and mindsets differently. Only then can we deliver clear value propositions, especially for courses such as the BA which have always been presented as pathways to a variety of careers rather than portals into a defined and predetermined career.

LSE anthropologist David Graeber believes that rather than feeling that they have the capacity to transform the world, many graduates stress over student loans and their inability to get decent paying jobs. This is not what being human should be about. KPMG’s Stephen Parker notes that ‘There is more to education than preparing people for work … unless people are prepared for work, we will lose the prosperity that finances the education system to begin with’. Hence, Thongpravati envisages one possible consequence of such an approach: today’s lecturers will become tomorrow’s inspirational mentors. To cement its commitment to change, universities should replace lecturers with assistant professors, and remove once and for all the link with old ways of teaching (i.e. lectures). They also need to radically rethink their use of space, both for learning and innovation, and especially for peer-to-peer engagement.
They might also begin the adaption to workforce relearning by creating a suite of nanodegrees and a framework for the extensive use of e-portfolios.

**The learning environment**

Transforming learning environments for the 21st century is one of the greatest challenges facing universities today as staff and student needs change. The tiered benches of 19th century lecture rooms no longer work for our contemporary diverse and technology-soaked student cohorts. As Monash University's John Loughran reminds us, teaching is not telling and learning is not listening. Similarly, the dark corridors of closed staff offices no longer invite, if ever they did. Workspaces should be inspiring, demonstrate the exciting culture of the university, allow people to flourish, help attract and retain talent, and encourage group interaction.

**Staff spaces**

The rush to appear modern while simultaneously effecting savings has pushed many universities to follow businesses in providing open plan spaces for staff. Open plan spaces have also been sold as vital for improving collaboration and for satisfying the needs of millennials. Digital nomads, we are assured, work from home, on the road or in the cloud. When they do come into their workplace, what satisfies them most is something akin to open family spaces. And the better employees feel -we are reminded- the better they work. Hence the drive to incorporate fully equipped kitchens into open plan spaces to encourage socialisation and engagement, and in some businesses -natural light, green spaces, massage and meditation rooms, meeting rooms and gyms to accommodate a variety of staff needs. The segmentation of the workplace also encourages cafes and town squares in which people can mix and engage.

Unfortunately for digital nomads, external cafes and homes do not always make for more productive work environments. Instead they often promote isolation or prove distractive. So too open plan work spaces. Distraction is a regular complaint of many staff in open plan spaces which headphones alone will not solve. An inability to concentrate not only reduces productivity but also increases stress and absenteeism. Paradoxically, open plan work spaces also decrease communication. The Harvard Business School's recent report on open work spaces found that, contrary to expectations, open spaces decreased face-to-face interactions (by up to 70%) and raised the use of emails and instant messaging apps as a form of communication. ‘In short’, the authors argue, ‘open architecture appeared to trigger a natural human response to socially withdraw from officemates and interact instead over email and IM’. In any case, we need also to remember that not all employees are extroverts. Cubicles are not much
better, although as one reviewer noted, they do at least allow staff to personalise their space and as a result make people-especially introverts-more relaxed and happier. Hotdesking performs worst. Indeed, it sends a message that staff are simply disposable cogs in a machine and potentially transforms the workplace into a depressing place.

Universities need to be honest about their intentions when designing spaces for staff. Their staff are diverse and perform different roles and tasks. In particular, academics multitask as researchers and teachers. Of course, they need to be accommodated affordably within available space, but diversity requires exactly the same kind of thinking that we desire from our graduates, namely innovation and creativity. Above all workplaces must be aesthetically appealing if they are to promote trust and function well. Like the business of education itself, workplaces are for humans. Academics require space and quiet to contemplate, to research and to write. Collaboration and teamwork are important but should never be physically emphasised above other needs. The result might be something we could call blended; transparent offices for permanent academic staff clustered around an open plan space for sessionals, temporary researchers and higher degree students, and with space for formal meetings and for informal engagement around a kitchen.

 Combining transparency and privacy: Steelcase’s private offices 2014
If you have the money: Creating a welcome environment-Amazon’s Seattle staff rooftop-NBBJ

If teamwork becomes groupthink, it stifles creativity and productivity. Apple's co-founder, Steve Wozniak, once argued that ‘You're going to be best able to design revolutionary products and features if you're working on your own. Not on a committee. Not on a team.’ Wozniak’s experience might not be universal, but we should never forget Graeber’s observation, that people want to feel that they can make a difference. This after all is what being human is about and what universities must focus on as they experiment and create new spaces in which their staff can become creative and innovative.

The cultures universities create are also vitally important for the health of learning environments. Human Resource departments often segment the different activities of staff, but as a Deloitte report notes, employees tend to see what happens at work as an integrated experience that impacts clearly on life both within and outside their workplaces.
The need is always for a holistic and integrated approach if the goal is to create an academic culture that benefits the university, the staff and its students.

**Student spaces**

Student spaces are also vital to connect students with their university and with learning, but they also need to enable students to learn by collaboration and solution seeking.

This does not mean that teaching practices need to be revolutionised, but they do need to change. Indeed, they have.

An alternative arrangement for student engagement and collaboration: AGSE 202 lecture theatre at Swinburne University of Technology (Robertson 2018).

The old lecture room can still work, especially if repurposed for engagement and collaboration, but its pre-eminence has been lost in the wake of the flipped classroom or lectorial where, with the assistance of restructured online materials such as short 15-minute video vignettes, the emphasis is on analysis and engagement, not listening and note-taking.

Here the lecturer is no longer the ‘sage on a stage’ but a facilitator of learning who transforms the former tutorial experience through small group work within technology enhanced active learning (TEAL) workshops of up to 70 students. Engagement is not only within small groups but between groups. Workshops typically begin with a summary of the content of online lectures or materials before moving on to small group work and ending with plenary discussions.
Unfortunately, economics catches up with many universities. Even if the cost of building new teaching and learning facilities or refashioning old ones is overcome, universities often struggle with retraining staff and providing them with the necessary technological and design support. Students today are accustomed to well produced media. In fact, we all are. Who would watch the news if it comprised a presenter speaking to a camera (or in most instances speaking instead to a hidden audience and not directly at the camera), with no video reports and with content dot-pointed on a background PowerPoint? We are accustomed to sleek well-crafted productions but this requires teams of professionals working in the background and dedicated time. Few academics are so directly supported with expert support staff or workload allowances. Consequently, many universities outsource the production of online teaching, leaving their academics to grumble about the added burdens of blended learning.

Education is expensive if done well. From new learning facilities to design and production support, nothing is cheap. This applies to ASSH as well as to STEM, and one reason why the TEAMS approach is vital for students who not only pay for their education but also expect that it will serve them well through the changes looming in the 21st century. Many universities have found it easier to accommodate new informal learning spaces for their students, providing 24-
hour access to safe and inviting spaces that can accommodate the need for students to work in teams on problem-based activities or—in many instances—simply alone. If designed well with ergonomic furniture and adjacent eating and drinking facilities, such spaces enhance peer-to-peer engagement and help consolidate student identity with their university and their school. The goal should always be to improve the student experience.

**Informal learning spaces:** Singapore Management University- Hassell 2017

**Informal learning spaces:** Oxford Brookes University- 2017
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New approaches to staff and student spaces within universities reflect the fundamental challenges universities have confronted during the slow roll out of Industry 4.0 and the transformation of educational services. We live in societies that are undergoing change. This is not new. But few societies have been so blessed with the wealth of resources and the know-how to understand and tackle change as our societies do. We are richer than ever before, more knowledgeable, and -according to the optimist in me- wiser. We know also that most of the challenges we confront today can never be resolved with one-dimensional responses. They represent complex problems requiring complex responses, which in turn necessitate society-wide dialogue and collaborations. Democracies such as our own are well placed to meet these challenges, if only we can push aside the tribal demons of our past, and augment the once sacred segmentation of knowledge with a new understanding of life’s connectivities. TEAMS rather than separate configurations of SSH and STEM will go some way to meeting those challenges and prepare today’s students to become national and global collaborators of the future. As a universal challenge, it is most appropriate that the way forward should come from today’s universities.
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